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A Little word from me… 

What’s going on, peeps? 

Stoked to bring you a special edition of the Monthly, with a cracking guest 

article written by a member of PGTW and an inspiring client of mine, who 

has an incredible story to share. Sorry this month’s edition is a bit on the 

brief side, but what it lacks in length it more than makes up for in 

substance… 

As my Dad always says: Quality, Not Quantity! 

Keep it on the island, folks       
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Intro 

There’s something pretty badass lifting a dead weight straight from the floor…  

Arguably the purest form of total body strength going, the deadlift has long been considered the exercise for 

developing strength and power, and remains a central part of many training programmes across the planet.  

The deadlift gets its name from the movement itself; literally lifting a load from an inert position off of the floor to one’s 

hips, and is considered a good lift when the person is standing up 

straight, with knees and the hips fully locked out.  

It is, in my opinion, one of the greatest full body exercises you can do, 

working the back, legs and core all at the same time. Many other 

fitness pros would probably agree with me, hence why it has become a 

fundamental exercise of the industry. 

As it is one of my personal favourite exercises, I thought I would delve 

a bit deeper into the origins, developments, and practical applications 

of The Big Daddy of Weightlifting…  

From Humble Beginnings 

There is no set point in history where deadlifting was said to have begun, and some historians reckon humans have 

been lifting dead weights from the floor for recreation/sporting purposes for thousands of years. 

The earliest tangible representation of the deadlift dates back to 6th century Greece, where a boulder was found on the 

Greek island of Thera which had inscriptions carved into it that suggested it was lifted from a dead stop as sport by the 

Ancients of the area. 

THE DEADLIFT 
The Big Daddy Of Weightlifting 
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However, more recognisable forms of what we know as the modern deadlift can be dated back to the late 18th and 

early 19th century, where early variations included the Harness Lift and the Silver Dollar Lift, the latter of which is still 

used today in modern Strongman competitions (see below). 

Anyway, that’s your history lesson for the day! 

Hermann Goerner : The Godfather of The Deadlift 

When it comes to deadlift record-holders and legends, most names that come to mind will be from the late 20th and 

early 21st century (the likes of whom we will get onto shortly), but one name that often gets lost in the annals is Mr 

Hermann Goerner: the archetypal modern strongman.  

Born in 1891 in Germany,  this dude was an absolute monster when it came to 

moving heavy shit in all different directions.  

After a brief stint on the international weightlifting scene before WWI, he eventually 

decided to make his hobby a profession and tour with a circus as a strongman. 

I won’t go into too much detail about his story, and I highly recommend reading 

Edgar Muellar’s Goerner The Mighty (link at the end of this article), but my favourite 

Strongman accolade of his was the wrestling of a 680kg elephant as part of a circus act. If that’s not badass, I don’t 

know what is! 

In the 1920s, Goerner brought the deadlift into public eye to demonstrate his unparalleled 

strength. From a one-handed 330kg lift (yep, one-handed…), to a 380kg Mixed Grip (one 

overhand, one underhand) lift, he was the first guy to popularise the deadlift as an 

exposition of raw strength. 

This German Giant was, in my opinion, the Godfather Of The Deadlift… 

Records & Legends 

Being such a good indicator of strength, it has long since been understood that the person who can deadlift the biggest 

weight is considered the World’s Strongest Man (debatably), so it is no surprise that both legends of Weightlifting and 

Strongman have pushed to their absolute limits in attempts to beat previous lifts. 

Check the infographic above from www.barbend.com that shows the current records for different types of deadlift 

             

For this article, I want to give a special mention to the people I deem as the Three Kings of the Deadlift… 

Andy Bolton is a true legend of Powerlifting; anyone who has ever been a fan of the sport knows his name for his 

ridiculous strength and unique personality. When it comes to the 

deadlift, he has gone down in the history books having been the 

first person in history to break the landmark 1000lb (457.5kg) 

back in 2010.  

Next up is Zydrunas Savickas, or ‘Big Z’ as he is known. Z is 

considered the strongest man that has ever lived, having been 

the only man to have won every major Strongman Event on the 

Planet. He is the only guy in history to have deadlifted 524 kg in 

the form of Hummer Tyres at the 2014 Arnold Classic in 

Columbus, Ohio. Check out the photo on the right to see this 

ridiculous feat of brute strength.  
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Best ‘till last is my all-time hero, Eddie Hall. Known as ‘The Beast’, Eddie 

made history at the 2016 World Deadlift Championships here in 

England by lifting 500kg from a dead stop, something which Eddie 

identified as one of his key goals in life in a documentary made 2 years 

earlier. The Beast trained for months specifically for this successful 

attempt, and devoted his entire life to achieving the ½ Tonne Deadlift. 

For example, training for the record breaking lift required a daily food 

intake of 13,000+ kcal (more than 6 times the average diet); for roughly 

a year, Eddie ate and trained his way to become the King of the World 

of Strongman… 

Over To You…   

The Deadlift should never be limited to the elite of this world; although the 

technique is complex and requires a lot of preparation and practice, I think it is 

one of the best exercises to include in any sort of training programme, whether 

your goal is fat loss, muscle gain, or general fitness. 

Start off learning how to hip hinge safely and with proper form using Dowel Hip 

Hinge, Kettlebell Deadlift from a Box, and Cable Pullthroughs (see right). It is 

important to groove the movement properly before attempting the Barbell 

Deadlift. 

When you do get accustomed to the movements and proper form involved, 

there are a few common mistakes and coaching points I use with many of my 

clients to help optimise performance and form: 

• Keep The Chest Tall – make sure you don’t hunch over when bending 

down to lift the bar 
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• Pull the Slack Out of the bar- this helps you remember to brace properly, which helps reduce the load of the 

lift on the lower back (a common issue with the deadlift) 

• Focus on a single point ~3ft in front of you – this helps keep your neck in a neutral position throughout the 

movement, again reducing the strain placed on the spine. 

**If you want to learn how to deadlift safely & effectively, please don’t hesitate to come grab me at the gym, or drop 

us an email ( gripperpt@gmail.com ); I love talking deadlifts at any time of day!** 

 

RESOURCES 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eddie_Hall  

https://barbend.com/heaviest-deadlifts/  

https://powerlifting.website/articles/deadlift/history-of-the-deadlift-where-the-name-came-from-and-

more/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deadlift#World_records 

https://straighttalkingfitness.com/2016/06/10/deadlift-myths-facts/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermann_G%C3%B6rner 

https://breakingmuscle.com/fitness/strongman-profile-hermann-goerner-teaches-us-the-deadlift-and-

elephant-wrestling 

https://legendarystrength.com/book-club/goerner-the-mighty/ 

Goerner The Mighty,  Edgar Mueller, December 31 2011 (Available at: 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/146815284X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957

&creativeASIN=146815284X&linkCode=as2&tag=strongmanbooks-20 ) 

https://www.powercompanyclimbing.com/blog/2015/04/deadlifting-for-climbing-truth-or-trend.html 
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The Man In The Mirror 
By Celia Boughton 

Or woman, that is if we are going for 
equality…. 

Our reflection is something we all see on 
a daily basis. Whether it is to style our 
hair, shave our beards, apply our make up 
or just to simply make sure we don’t look 
like we have literally just rolled out of bed 
to go to work, looking in a mirror is 
something I’m sure we all do at least once 
a day. 

Everyone has confidence in their own right. This is 
personal to you and should not be compared to others. 
Your mountain is yours and yours alone. It is to be climbed 
in a way that you feel comfortable. Have you leaped up 
100 meters of it today or have you taken 5 small steps? 
Either way you made an advance towards the summit – a 
confident you.  

I will gladly sit on my bed and do my make up in the 
mornings using a small hand held mirror but walk around a 
shop purposely facing away from any mirrors I see on the 
shop floor.  

I cannot cope with looking into a full length mirror. I can 
just about cope with one that shows my head and 
shoulders. This doesn’t mean that I can avoid mirrors 
forever. There are times in life when you have to look, 
situations will arise where seeing yourself is inevitable.  

 

 

“Your Mountain is Yours Alone. It is 

to be climbed in a way that you 

feel comfortable..” 

 

 

I have been going to the gym now for a while and have 
gained the confidence to do a few more classes than I did 
when I last joined. This means venturing into the studio, 
which as I’m sure you are all aware has a wall of mirrors – 
my worst nightmare – I walk in there looking at the floor, I 
still to this day cannot bring myself to look at my reflection 
in the mirror during the classes.  

The rest of the class happily works out looking on at their 
progress, flexing their muscles, boosting their egos to 
which I look on in awe at them whilst I work out staring at 
the floor.  

It makes things difficult when you have to look at the 
instructor to know what you are meant to be doing… 

I happened to keep catching a look at myself during a class 
the other week, this was too much for me to cope with, 
and I had to excuse myself whilst I had an emotional 
breakdown on the steps.  

As I sat there in tears I kept wondering to myself ‘what is 
wrong with you?’ I have recently lost 3 stone and still going 
with the weight loss, this has by no means increased my 
confidence tenfold however I am still in the same mind-set 
over the mirrors.  

I still see that ‘big girl’…. 
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 This is by no means a constant battle between myself and 
my mind.  

I am sure everyone has their own demons. Some may 
seem trivial to others but this is where we can attempt to 
help each other. My mirror issue though does not stop me 
from taking classes. For example during a circuit class the 
other weekend I had no choice but to work out around the 
room, not just staying at the back where I felt comfortable. 
I had to be brave and push myself way past that safe zone, 
however being a sheep has never worked for me.  

Instead of going with the rest of the class and facing the 
mirror, for some strange reason I felt more comfortable 
facing the rest of the class with my back to the mirror.  

Someone explain why being looked at by 20 people is 
easier than looking at yourself? 

I have been waffling on now for a while but I just wanted 
to bring self-confidence to the table.  

 

Everyone looks different. 

Everyone has their own unique 

style where they feel good 

 

I myself feel great in a pair of jodhpurs and wellington 
boots, but I cannot wear these to the gym or work. I have 
to put on my ‘gym face’ or ‘work face’ when the time calls.  

William Shakespeare had it right when he wrote  

“All the world's a stage, and all 
the men and women merely 
players: they have their exits 
and their entrances; and one 
man in his time plays many 
parts, his acts being seven 
ages”.  

I speak for myself when I say I act for most of my life. It is 
when I have to deal with the real me that I have a hard 
time. 

 

It may not be everyone’s cup of tea but if you all have a 
chance to listen to Lil Wayne ft Bruno Mars – Mirror, the 
lyrics never fail to sum up the confusion of self-confidence 
issues.  

I’m not sure if there are others like me out there but I 
hope that somewhere this helps someone find the 
confidence to access the gym or a class… 

I am proof that you can still do classes even if 
you do not want to see yourself. I will get to the 

point one day where I can look in a mirror, I hope I will 
anyway.  

I have the support of a loving husband and wonderful 
family along with some great friends I have picked up 
along the way. They are all there for me despite this being 
a journey I must do on my own. I know others who would 
say I don’t have to do this alone but for me I must.  

I thank you for reading this far. I hope all of you have the 
confidence to go through life and be happy.  

No matter what happens each day, find the good in the 
smallest of situations. Smile at a stranger, laugh at a joke, 
and push yourself that little bit further each day. 

You’ll have set backs, everyone does, but just bounce back 
fighting those demons away to ensure you enjoy your life – 
we only have one! 

 

“ A  flower does not think of 

competing to the flower next 

to it. It simply blooms ”  
 

Celia Boughton is a member of PGTW & has been a 
Regular at PureGym since starting her fitness 
journey with us back in October of last year. She is 
training to improve her long distance running, and 
enjoys zoning out on the treadmill or hitting the spin 
studio for a class!  

Outside of the gym, Celia 
spends much of her time  
with her horses near her  
family home in Kent. 
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Why did you become a personal trainer? 

I became a trainer by accident! When I left school my goal was to join the Royal Marine 

Commandos. My training and fitness was going really well and I was ready to. Unfortunately 

during my application, I was told I couldn’t join because my peripheral vision is over the limit 

of what's allowed. So the trainer I had at the time told me too look into personal training and 

I haven’t looked back since! 

What’s your biggest sporting/fitness achievement?  

Either Tough Mudder or Commando Series. I have a few more 

events this year though so this could be changing. 

Top 3 nutrition/lifestyle tips: 

1. Allow yourself to have foods you enjoy, as long as they fit to 
your daily calories. 

2. Just make small changes and make them habits. 
3. Know your calories. I.e. If you want to lose weight, eat less than 

your maintenance amount for calories. At the end of the day, 
most diet plans do the same thing. So pick one you enjoy! 

Top 3 workout/exercise tips: 

1. Do exercises/classes that you enjoy. 

2. No one cares what weight you’re using. As long as your form is 

holding throughout the exercise, then its working. 

3. Listen to your body. If you feel tired, then take it easy for a few 

days. Still train, but on lighter weights and not as tough. 

Favourite exercise: Anything Triceps      Fave Sport :  Football (Liverpool doing well this season       ) 

Favourite movie:       Avengers Endgame     Favourite food:         Pizza     

Biggest fear:    Public Speaking             Celebrity role model:     Jason Statham 

 

Desert Island discs:    Bohemian Rhapsody   ~   Numb / Encore  ~  Everybody (Backstreet’s Back)

MEET THE TRAINER 
Q & a WITH   Tom Billson 
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